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This game highlights how miming and gestures can be used to communicate without speech. 

It is a quick and easy game to play with people of all ages! 

How to play - you will need

• 3 hats

• 12 strips of cardboard/paper

• 3 black textas

• Communication boards (provided)

• Paper and pens

The Celebrity Heads will need to ask their 
questions using the communication boards 
provided by Scope, or their own strategies/tools. 
These can include: charades, phones, drawing, 
writing, and signing.

The audience will need to respond to questions in silence too. They can nod and shake their heads, thumbs up and 
down, or use the same communication tools and strategies as the Celebrity Heads. 

Setting up:

The 3 Celebrity Heads sit on one side of a table. On the table are the communication boards and tools.  
The audience sit on the other side of the table, ready to begin.

Without the Celebrity Heads hearing or seeing, the audience choose the celebrities they will be guessing, and  
write them on the cardboard/paper and stick them to the hats. A theme or topic may help the Celebrity Heads  
to narrow down their guesses (Eg. Cartoons, Australian celebrities, singers etc.). 

The host explains the rules to the Celebrity Heads and audience, reminding them to use the communication 
tools and strategies to communicate, instead of talking.

The rules:

• The Celebrity Heads put on their hats, taking care not to see the name on their own hat

• Each Celebrity Head takes a turn to ask a question about their celebrity using the communication tools and 
strategies on the table in front of them

• The audience answer with yes/no responses, using the communication tools and strategies

• If the Celebrity Head gets a ‘yes’ response from the audience, they ask another question. If the response is 
‘no’, it is the next Celebrity Head’s turn

• The first Celebrity Head to guess their celebrity correctly wins the game

• The game is over once all 3 Celebrity Heads have guessed their celebrity correctly

• New Celebrity Heads are then picked from the audience, and the game can begin again with new  

celebrities to guess.


